
Gleicherwiesen, market towns, southeast of Romhild; 1182 and 1316 

Glychen uf der wysen, belonged in 1317 to the new rule of the Counts of 

Henneberg, came after 1340 partly to the Wűrzburg Abbey, partly to the 

Klőster Vessra and Trostadt.    From these Klősters, later also from Wűrzburg, 

the lords of Bibra acquired the place, since 1484 partly, since 1808 completely 

as a Saxon fief; In 1850, they exchanged their possessions for the state.      

Emperor Charles VII granted the village annual and cattle markets in 1743 - 

Bruckner, Landesk. II, 198.233 - Schultes, 

Römhild, 678 - Voit, S.-Meiningen, 231. 
 

 Church,  formerly daughter church of Gleichamberg, since 1493 parish 

church. 

The former choir carrying the Thurm, now Sacristei, 3.5 m long, equally wide, 

probably from 1493. Cross-vaults of fillet-shaped ribs that grow directly from 

the corners and have a rosette in the keystone.    On the east side a small, now 

rectangular, outward in the 16th century round-arched window. On the south 

side a larger window, pointed-arched, second-holy, with late Gothic 

Maasswerk. On the north side of the tower (ground floor) were close to each 

other two now walled round arched doors, the western half of which is covered 

by the abutting nave. On the choir first a storey with light slits, on it two floors 

separated by cornices. First floor has light slits. The 2nd floor has rectangular, 

paired windows with bevelled edges of the borders and partly also the central 

pillar. Above the eastern pair of these windows is a: J (?); on the south side left 

top under the roof a stone slab rounded on the narrow sides (left and right) 

with: M . GEORGIO || 1 KORNNEFE 6 || 9 H . K . N . 8 || C . K . N ; so here 

the year 1698. An octagonal tail dome, arcades and dome follows; Weathervane 

with: 1781.  

 

 East of the choir one recognizes a strong depression, beyond it an 

elevation, like rampart and ditch. 

 

 The church was rebuilt in Gothic style in 1843 by Baurath Döbner. From 

the sacristy two narrow, pointed-arched passages lead to the church and the 

pulpit. The church house, altar and parish room, has two galleries around the 

long sides and the west side; beam ceiling; pointed-arched and circular 

windows with Maasswerk, doors of form:          with gothically treated staves, 

all in pleasing shapes. External buttresses for buttresses. 



 

 Brückner, B., 233 - Schultes, 680. 

 

 New pulpit, in gothic style, from the floor plan:          ; Wood. 

 

 Christening angel, made around 1800, in neoclassical style, standing, 

holding the basin in the raised right, insignificant; Wood, coloured. 

 

 tombstone walled in the Sacristy, dating from the 18th century; 

Inscription 

no longer visible, only half of the middle field with Cartouche, above the coats 

of arms (Wolf?) and by Buttler, held by angels. Bad work. Sandstone. 

 

 lecture cross, with: 1837.1886, somewhat carved, in the manner of 

Catholic crosses; Crucifix double-sided. 

 

 Chandelier, from the 17th century, with ball on the rod, six 

S-arms and flowers.      Brass. 

 

 Pot, from: 1707, silky.      Tin. 

 

 2 chalices, from the 18th century. Six-pass foot, pommel in the form of 

two bulges between throats. Silver, gilded; signs (lion; IP, below: G), one 23 

1/2, the other 21 1/2 cm high. Host plate, with cross and the same signs as the 

chalice.  

 

 2 chalices, from the 17th century, except use. Six-pass foot; 

Knob of crack:                with dividing bar, hexagonal. Copper, gilded; the one 

23 cm high, the other, sickle cup, 16 cm high. 

 

 1) anno domini one thousand four hundred and in the eighty thousand, 

between each word a small bell, bezw. Kanne (see Gleichamberg, 1st fl.); 86 

cm in diameter - 2) Cast by John Melch. Derck in Meiningen; UNDER 

GOTTL. SEEGEN AND GLUCKL. GOVERNMENT OF THE EMPIRES: 

FR HOCH: WOHL : GEB . Lords . HR.IOH . ERNSTS. HEINRICH CARL 

VON BIBRA PROVIDED THIS BELL.    CAST AT THE EXPENSE OF THE 

MUNICIPALITY OF THE SAME MEADOWS. IN MEININGEN . BY IOH 



MELCHIOR DERCKEN.    THE TIME WAS H.IOII. GEORG GOBEL 

PFARR. IOH. VALT . TRIEBEL SCHULM. CONR. SCHUNCK SCHULTH . 

FRIED.RUD . ZOLLER.U.NICL. EULL. DORFSM. Between the two lovely 

friezes, often used by Derck (cf. Weira, "Vol.Â Neustadt a.Â Orla, p.Â 177): 

ICH RVFF Den (statt DER? ) ROHEN SVNDER HEER. That IT (or here instead: HE 

read?) BVSSE SICH 

BEKEHR (the chronogram gives 1722); on the edge of small acanthus frieze; 

63 cm in diameter - 3) Over the roof outside, not accessible, of long form, old? 

 

 Cemetery, once fortified with wall and ditch, of which remains are still 

present. On a stone of the former wall the year: 1593. 

 

 Gasthaus zum Lamm. Shield holder, from: 1807, slightly decorated. 

Iron. 
 


